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Dear Rep. Ferraro:

My heart is still full. I heard and saw you today on the David Brinkley program; and I thought you handled yourself articulately, honestly and capably.

I have never had any doubts about your being innocent of any financial chicanery. What did concern me was how capably you would be able to answer the onslaught of the media (I might add the male dominated media).

You were more than equal to such rigid persons as George Wills. All in all, a masterful performance. I think Fritz will be very pleased at the way you are handling yourself during this trying period. After all, the Far Right, which is the ultimate source of these attacks, is masterful at deceptive inquisitions.

A search of your files will disclose that I am an early and enthusiastic supporter of yours. Take care of yourself—and your family. There's a lot of support and love out here for you.

Very truly yours,
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